Data Centre Hosting
Enabling seamless
business continuity.

At Silver Lining we offer a wide range of hosting services
including dedicated and virtual environments, storage,
security, back-up and disaster recovery solutions.
Our dedicated data centres keeps your critical business
data secure and off-site whilst our data backup packages
mean we can have businesses backed up and running
from failure or interruption.





What is your Business Continuity Strategy?
How do you ensure all your data is backed up and
recoverable easily?
How long can you afford to be without critical
applications such as email and file server?
Where do you store your VM backups?

Dedicated servers
Silver Lining can offer dedicated servers that include internet
connections of up to 10Gb. As the service is bespoke you even
have your choice of OS and optional control panel software.
Select a pre-configured model or customise your server
yourself to your own specification.

secure and resilient connection, A service which delivers superb
uptime, excellent speed and includes friendly UK-based support.

Managed servers

SLAs

Sometimes an off-the-shelf hosting account or dedicated
server just isn't suitable. Silver Linings Managed Services team
can design, build, scale, maintain and support a hosting
solution tailor-made to your unique requirements.

Silver Lining work to ensure SLA’s and support fits your specific
requirements. Our support desk and ticketing system ensures
networks are managed and monitored 24x7 through proactive
management ensuring availability is maintained at 100% for fully
resilient networks.

Co-location
Silver Lining can offer access to our state of the art, scalable
data centre facility, a facility where you can easily manage
your own IT environment without the headache of having to
look after your own data centre. Our safe, secure, temperature
controlled data centres provide the ideal environment for your
servers to thrive in.

Support
The benefits to your customers of utilising our MPLS network
include better performance, lower total cost of ownership,
greater flexibility to accommodate new technologies, better
security and survivability.

Hosting
Silver Lining knows, from talking to our customers, that what
they like best about Silver Lining is their ability to offers them
reliable, no-nonsense, hosting services. Services which include
email, web, telephony and IT all in one place delivered over a
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Enhance performance
and decrease costs with
TheCloud MPLS network

Ideal solution for
single seat to multisite
organisations

More than
just data
Here at Silver Lining we don’t just
provide data services.
Together with our voice, connectivity
and networking options, we help you
deliver unified communications,
creating bespoke solutions supported
in partnership with you or fully by us.
We empower you to become a highly
agile business, accessing the latest
technology without the burden of
infrastructure and software costs.
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